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Key Points:8

• A technique to measure representative pressure scale heights at Gale enables9

tracking of signatures of changes in the polar ice caps.10

• REMS surface pressure with Mars Climate Sounder observations are used to11

describe the polar processes after the great storm of Mars Year 34.12

• Multiannual pressure data show a short Southern Polar Cap growth season13

before the storm followed by a long Northern Polar Cap growth season.14

Plain Language Summary: In 2018, Mars Year 34, Mars experienced a dust15

storm that encircled the whole planet and darkened its skies more than most storms16

in the recent past. Already in 2019 an analysis of the effects observed after the storm17

reported surface pressures below the climatological values observed over the previous18

3 years in Gale Crater. The pressure deficit persisted into Mars Year 35 long after the19

end of the storm and dust over Gale had returned to levels from previous years. The20

storm coincided with a longer duration of the condensation season of the North Polar21

ice cap and a subsequent increase in its maximum amount of ice volume. We perform22

here a full analysis of five Mars Years of data showing how the duration of the polar23

caps sublimation/condensation seasons changed around the time of the storm, that24

the extension of the polar caps changed, and that the atmosphere above the North25

Pole was slightly colder than in years before the storm.26
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Abstract28

We describe the model-independent analysis technique of Mars Science Laboratory29

(MSL) pressure and Mars Climate Sounder (MCS) data in de la Torre Juárez et al.30

(2019) that compared multiple years of surface pressures on Gale before, during, and31

after the Global Dust Storm of Mars Year 34. The analysis found (1) representative32

pressure scale heights over Gale; (2) that the storm was followed by a pressure deficit33

at Gale; (3) the following C storms did not eliminate the deficit; (4) changes in the34

duration of the polar caps condensation seasons, with an early start of the North Polar35

(NP) ice cap growing season the year before the Great Dust Storm (GDS) and a late36

signature of the end of the expansion season thereafter, changes consistent with a37

larger growth phase of the NP cap; (6) MCS observed a larger than usual NP cap; and38

(7) cold temperature anomalies over the NP and warm over the Southern Pole after39

the storm.40

We also show that the analysis of observed MSL pressure data alone filters out effects41

on the pressure signal that are attributable to dynamical and orographic processes in42

a recent model analysis that makes similar interpretations as our 2019 study. One43

additional Mars year of observations is included to eliminate early concerns about44

sensor drifts. Noting that a similar NP anomaly was observed with MCS data after45

the last early GDS in MY25, and not the later GDS of MY27, the results suggest a46

possible unique effect of early GDSs.47

1 Introduction48

The recent Global Dust Storm (GDS) of Mars Year 34 (MY34) is not the first49

one whose effects have been measured from the surface of Mars. Decades ago, instru-50

ments aboard the Viking Landers captured the influence of three planet-encircling dust51

storms on the near surface micrometeorology at two different locations (e.g. Ryan52

& Henry, 1979; Tillman, 1988, and references therein). The recent GDS witnessed53

by Curiosity and the different times and locations between Curiosity and the Viking54

Landers help characterize the range of surface phenomena associated with dust storms.55

Curiosity covered longer time periods before and after the GDS than those that Viking56

could sample. The comparison of both data sets helps verify the predictions from dif-57

ferent models (e.g. Hourdin et al., 1995; Newman et al., 2002; Medvedev et al., 2011;58

Zhao et al., 2021, and references therein). Some model predictions can agree while59

others sometimes contradict observations (e.g. references in Piqueux et al., 2015, for60

a brief summary). The recent MY34 GDS experienced by Curiosity provides also an61

opportunity to discern what effects of dust storms on the martian atmosphere are62

robust over time and if dust storms can affect and therefore leave a signature in the63

seasonal stratigraphic record of our neighboring planet’s polar caps.64

Compared to previous planet encircling storms (see the surveys in e.g. Zurek &65

Martin, 1993; Wang & Richardson, 2015), the MY34 GDS had an early onset at areo-66

centric longitude Ls ∼ 190o and reached higher dust opacities than those of the Viking67

Lander era, while likely less than others that could not be measured from the surface68

such as the 1971 Mariner observed GDS (e.g. Zurek & Martin, 1993). The environmen-69

tal response near Gale’s surface was monitored by Curiosity’s Rover Environmental70

Monitoring Station (REMS) from 4.5◦S latitude, a near-equatorial location compared71

to the northern latitudes of the Viking Landers 1 and 2 at ∼ 22.3◦N and 47.6◦N.72

During the Viking era, the three planet encircling storms were reported at Ls ∼ 204◦73

and 268◦ in 1977, and Ls ∼ 208◦ in 1982 (e.g. Ryan & Henry, 1979; Zurek & Martin,74

1993). Curiosity first experienced the MY34 storm at Ls ∼ 190◦ − 195◦ (in Guzewich75

et al., 2018; Viúdez-Moreiras et al., 2019), an onset time only preceded recently by76

the Ls ∼ 180◦ MY25 storm (e.g. Wang & Richardson, 2015) whose effects were not77

observed from the surface. Viking registered changes to the local temperatures, atmo-78
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spheric opacity, and winds as well as to the pressure tide signatures of the large-scale79

planetary scale circulation caused by dust storms (Ryan & Henry, 1979; Tillman, 1988;80

Wang & Richardson, 2015). Effects at both types of spatial scales have been reported81

for Curiosity as well during the MY34 GDS (Guzewich et al., 2018; Viúdez-Moreiras82

et al., 2019) with several features shared by Viking reports that include changes in83

pressure tide amplitudes and phases. REMS observed other responses that have been84

proposed by models, such as changes in the time of the day when the transition from85

a stable to unstable boundary layer occurs, when do topographic flows develop, the86

strength of convective activity, or the stability of the boundary layer measured by a87

change of sign of near surface lapse rates (Viúdez-Moreiras et al., 2019) all of which88

could not be verified by Viking. Some model analyses (Wood & Paige, 1992; Hourdin89

et al., 1995; Newman et al., 2002) explain that local observations (in Ryan & Henry,90

1979) can be related to shifts in the Hadley Cell (Hourdin et al., 1995), suppression of91

atmospheric waves (Tillman, 1988), and changes in surface albedo and emissivity at92

the poles that might modulate the polar CO2 condensation-sublimation cycles. How-93

ever, to our knowledge, few studies had a long enough observational data record to94

compare the multi-annual background climatology and, therewith, the effects of dust95

storms from several Mars years before to the full year after the storm had passed.96

Today’s orbital assets, in the form of the Mars Climate Sounder (MCS), the97

MARs Color Imager (MARCI) on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), plus the98

surface cameras (Bell et al., 2017) and the environmental REMS sensors (Gómez-Elvira99

et al., 2012) on the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) rover, have gathered a multiyear100

record of atmospheric measurements of the Martian atmosphere. Additional sensors on101

the InSight lander, which measured more than one year of nearly continous pressure,102

temperature, and wind data after the GDS, or the Perseverance rover, which carries103

the Mars Environmental Dynamics Analyzer, MEDA, provide far denser sampling of104

atmospheric phenomena from the Martian surface than what was possible during the105

Viking era.106

In this manuscript we describe and extend the observation-based results and107

approach used in de la Torre Juárez et al. (2019) with a larger dataset. It found that108

shifts in the phasing of the CO2 condensation-sublimation cycle can leave a measurable109

signature long after a global dust storm ends. This work also includes one additional110

Mars year of data to address the following concerns about the initial study. First, the111

risk of potential sensor hardware drifts with time. Second, the correct estimation of112

the influence of changes in rover height on pressure data through a constant pressure113

scale height when a year was included where pressure had been strongly perturbed114

by the GDS. This dust influence on Gale could raise apparent non-existent deficits in115

pressure (Lange et al., 2022). Third, eliminating the influence on REMS pressure116

data trends from regional dust storms that followed the GDS. For instance, the C117

storms occurring typically during Ls = 300◦ − 355◦), leave a signature in orbital118

MCS data (Kass et al., 2016),and in surface pressure data (e.g. Zurita-Zurita et119

al., 2022). Last, about the influence of other dynamical phenomena caused by the120

planetary orographic difference between Northern and Southern hemisphere as well121

as geostrophic adjustement effects (e.g. Hourdin et al., 1993; Hourdin et al., 1995).122

Section 2 discusses: (1) model-independent fits to observed daily average pressures to123

determine representative pressure scale heights for Gale; (2) how the ∼ 2.5 − 5 Pa124

pressure deficit detected in de la Torre Juárez et al. (2019) that was perturbed by dust125

preceding the C storms season, reappeared and survived long after the opacity caused126

by the GDS and the C storms had returned to typical levels. The orographic and127

dynamical concerns are dispelled in recent arguments (Lange et al., 2022, section 3.2)128

that use a different analysis that combines model output, REMS, and InSight data129

to support the original interpretation of the pressure deficit over Gale as related to130

changes in the polar cap. The extension here of the REMS analysis by one Mars year131

confirms that also the observation-based approach of the original work is free from such132
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concerns. Further, section 2 describes and compares over several years the duration133

of the sublimation-condensation cycles of the polar caps through their signature in134

the timing of pressure minima and maxima. It describes where the extra year of data135

unveils the unique character of the year before and the year after the MY34 GDS. The136

extra year of pressure records is also useful to confirm that the observational analysis137

compensated for sensor trends that might exist. The logical argument in the original138

REMS observational analysis then used that surface pressure is to first order a measure139

of the weight of the atmosphere, that the strongest contribution to this signal in the140

annual cycle is driven by the polar sublimation and condensation of CO2 at the polar141

caps, and that model predictions show a shift in the timing of the annual cycle at the142

Poles with changing opacity (e.g. Hourdin et al., 1995; Kahre & Haberle, 2010) caused143

by the combined effects of warmer atmosphere and altered emissivity and albedos at144

the polar caps (Wood & Paige, 1992). Section 3 describes how we explored with MCS145

data the hypothesis about changes in the polar caps that was formulated to explain146

the pressure deficit: if this pressure deficit was a signature of changes at the polar caps147

following the northern hemisphere (NH) fall of MY34.148

Section 4 describes the MCS data analyses also in de la Torre Juárez et al.149

(2019) of the atmospheric column above both Polar caps to provide modelers with150

observations that might validate or constraint their results. As an example, recent151

model sensitivity analyses (Zhao et al., 2021) have shown that dust storms may affect152

the polar cap cycles. The last section summarizes and analyzes the results.153

2 Data, Approach and Results from REMS Pressure Data:154

A combination of data from REMS (Gómez-Elvira et al., 2012) are used here to155

establish the seasonal pressure cycle expected on Gale from the data collected over all156

years MY31-MY36 since Curiosity’s landing. This pressure cycle is then compared in157

the next section to MY34 measurements by MCS (McCleese et al., 2007) aboard the158

Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) (Zurek & Smrekar, 2007) during and after the159

GDS. The size of the seasonal polar cap is determined from MCS observations for MY160

34 and comparisons among previous years following the storm (Piqueux et al., 2015).161

The timeline used to describe the cadence of events follows that described in Guzewich162

et al. (2018); Viúdez-Moreiras et al. (2019) which are based on a combination of MCS,163

Curiosity’s Mast Camera (MCAM) (Bell et al., 2017), and REMS observations.164

2.1 REMS Pressure data, climatology, seasonal and altitude effects:165

A pressure climatology of REMS sol averaged pressure data was developed with166

an effort to identify seasonal and altitude effects. The sol averaged surface pressure167

was obtained from the REMS pressure sensor baseline sampling rate that consists of168

the first 5 minutes after the start of each Local Mean Solar Time (LMST) hour. REMS169

regularly adds extended sessions at least 1-hour long to capture the details of events170

and oscillations that last under one hour. The extended sessions shift their starting171

time from one Martian day, or sol, to another. A fit (equation 1) to the observed surface172

pressure during the first 5-min of each hour was made to a series of 12 subharmonics173

of a sol period after expressing time in terms of hour fraction of Local True Solar Time174

(LTST), since LTST reflects more accurately the solar orientation over the sol cycle.175

The fit parameters were the sol pressure mean p̄s, the tidal pn amplitudes, and their176

phase shifts, tn. The REMS pressure record started on sol 10 after landing and has177

run observations daily since then with a few missing sols due to limitations imposed178

by planetary conjunction, rover software updates, or short periods of rover anomalies.179

For this analysis only sols with at least 23 5-minute sampling blocks were used to180

calculate the diurnal pressure averages.181
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p(t) = p̄s +

12∑
n=1

pn sin

[
2π

(
n
LTST

24
− tn

)]
(1)182

183

After obtaining the sol average pressures, p̄s, from all these years, they were fit-184

ted through least squares minimization to a second series of harmonics of areocentric185

longitude Ls, measuring the angle Mars has covered in its trajectory around the Sun186

after passing the Northern Spring equinox as the independent variable to track time,187

modulated by an exponential correction that represents the thinning of the atmosphere188

with height, z, as the rover has been traveling up the crater (the modeling and ob-189

servations of the thinning of the atmosphere with height can be traced back at least190

to Pascal, 1648). Withers (2012); Tyler and Barnes (2013); Richardson and Newman191

(2018) give a complete discussion specific to Gale:192

p̄s(z, Ls) =

[
ps0(z0) +

12∑
n=1

psn sin
(

2π
nLs − Lsn

360◦

)]
e

(
z0−z

H

)
+ ∆ (2)193

H is a free fit parameter that represents the rate at which pressure decays with height194

and is not prescribed. Lsn, psn and ps0 are additional fit parameters that capture the195

seasonal variability of the pressure cycle ∆ is the difference between the observation and196

the fit. In an isothermal atmospheric layer H is the pressure scale height and therewith197

related to the temperature, T (z0), of that layer through H=−g/RT (z0), with g = 3.71198

ms−2, gravity, R = 8314/43.3 m2K−1s−2 the gas constant for the Martian atmosphere,199

and z0 a reference height for that layer. Because the atmosphere is not isothermal,200

using temperatures from a model to infer H includes many uncertainties. These include201

what should be the height that T (z0) really represents. Since the boundary layer can202

have steep gradients, the REMS near surface air temperature cannot be used. There is203

also the related question of what is the appropriate atmosphere thickness to relate that204

modeled H, to the data. The approach was to look for a temporal window where the205

rover had travelled a large enough height interval, ∆z, to be able to notice the height206

dependence. The bigger the time interval, the bigger the height covered and the better207

the accuracy of the pressure scale height. As the rover accumulated a large ∆z, the208

seasons also evolved and left a mark. Pressure data fitted to equation (2) over 1 Mars209

year was found to be enough, but taking multiple years for the fit allows to identify a210

height dependence less subject to interannual variability or to anomalous dust years.211

However, thinking on relating H to a model, since temperature and dust opacity change212

with time of the day or season, it is not clear how does one infer a fixed H from the213

models to match the REMS data collected over multiple years. These issues do not214

affect the pressure data-only analysis described here. The only use intended for H and215

T (z0) values was for an order-of magnitude comparison with previous authors (e.g.216

Withers, 2012; Richardson & Newman, 2018). The fit to equation (2) was then used217

to detect the time occurrence of deviations from the observation, ∆, where phenomena218

occur that are not captured by the seasonal pressure cycle and the exponential thinning219

of the atmosphere with height.220

To understand if the effect of the seasonal dependence of H in the fitted results221

is robust, different temporal windows of REMS data are shown here, which results in222

different values of H. The comparison of results for different time windows shows what223

deviations remain for multiple values of H. Multiple fits are done to different parts224

of the full traverse using the first three, four, five years and an intermediate time on225

sol 2440, contemporary to the analysis in de la Torre Juárez et al. (2019), to compare226

major changes in the shape of ∆. In each part of the traverse the reference height, z0,227

was fixed to the center height of the range of altitudes covered in that time window.228
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For a five-year fit the height z0 = −4239 m is the reference altitude for the resulting229

fitted pressure. A different test is found in de la Torre Juárez et al. (2019), where H230

was estimated from the data as a function of Ls. It adds validation to our conclusions231

by comparing what pressure biases are common with the fits to a constant H. Note232

that the fit to obtain H(Ls) only had four years for each value of Ls and is therefore233

sensitive to the possibility one of those years being an outlier during the GDS.234

2.1.1 Sensor drifts and differences, ∆, between observations and fit:235

Differences between the data and the fit have two causes, either instrumental236

errors, or natural phenomena, such as those that do not follow the seasonal cycle and237

the thinning of the atmosphere captured in equation (2). The REMS measures pressure238

using 6 barometers with different response times and long-term stability characteristics.239

These barometers are grouped into two independent oscillators, or pressure sensors,240

that were required before launch to have an error below 1 Pa per sample (Gómez-241

Elvira et al., 2012). REMS undergoes regular recalibrations since landing to detect242

and minimize any long term trends caused by the sensors. This correction ensures243

that long term drifts remain at or below the values of 0.5 Pa per year predicted244

in Harri et al. (2014). Intercomparisons of the two most stable REMS oscillators245

show a drift smaller than 0.5 Pa between them, but lacking an independent calibrated246

cross-reference barometer on Mars, it is impossible to separate the actual slow sensor247

drifts from drifts in pressure values due to natural causes. However, the exponential248

dependence in the fits to equation (2) would correct at least partially for linear sensor249

trends because the Taylor expansion of an exponential function of height starts with250

a constant plus a linear function of height. When a linear fit ∆ = c0 + c1 · Sols/N ,251

where N is the total number of sols for the fitting window, is made to the difference252

between the observation and the fit to equation (2) to the data of 3, 4, and 5 full253

martian years since landing, the total linear trend of the resulting ∆ was: c1=0.077254

Pa/3 years, c1 =0.015 Pa/4 years, c1 =0.341 Pa/5 years. This means that a combined255

long-term contribution to ∆ from trends in the sensors and natural variability is a256

fraction of 1 Pa for the full 5 years. This is, less than half a Pascal is an upper bound257

for the contribution from sensor trends to the fit anomalies |∆|.258

2.2 Fit results and Differences between fit and observations:259

Figure 1 shows the dust opacity in the upper third subpanel measured over260

Gale by MCAM. The fit to the harmonic series is shown in the bottom panel as a261

dashed blue line overlaid on the red line that represents the averages obtained with262

equation (1). The dust opacity shows the timing of the different dust seasons and263

allows a comparison between the magnitude of smaller, regional dust storms (which264

occur every year) and the GDS. The central section shows the difference, ∆, between265

the blue line representing the fit and the observed values, extending this analysis from266

the 2440 sols (∼3.6 Mars years) shown in the Figure 1(b) upper panels when the deficit267

was first detected to now cover the first 5 Mars years of the mission. Subtracting the fit268

removes essentially the contribution of the altitude changes and seasons. REMS first269

5 Mars years since landing, until sol 3353, were used to find a constant scale height, H,270

that produced the smallest standard deviation between the fit and observations. The271

result is shown in Figure 1(a) central panel, which gives a standard deviation between272

fit and observation of 2.4 Pa. The seasonal dependence of H is absorbed into the273

series of sine functions. A possible deviation between the observations and an exact274

subharmonic of the year may be responsible for the spurious short lived peaks near sols275

1690 or 2040 that could reflect a shift in the phase not captured by the subharmonics276

of one year. This happens for instance when there are delays in the CO2 sublimation-277

condensation cycle at the Poles that could shift one pressure minimum but not the278

other.279
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Figure 1. (a) Bottom panel shows the pressure as a function of season and height. Red shows

the observed annual means obtained from eq. 1 and the blue dashed line the fit to (2). A green

dashed line marks the sum of the first 4 empirical functions from a Hilbert Huang transform

with a sifting condition chosen to minimize the standard deviation between the 4 modes and the

observed pressure averages. The center plot shows in blue the difference, ∆, between observation

and fit to equation (2) and in green against the Hilbert-Huang empirical filter. ∆ includes the

exponential height dependence of pressure. The top panel shows the opacity changes obtained

from the MCAM instrument 880 nm filter. The green anomalies in the center plot show no trend

and its difference to the blue anomalies marks times where the sol averaged surface pressure dif-

fered from a seasonal behaviour that is consistent with a series of subharmonics of the annual

cycle. Column (b) Shows three upper panels with fits to (top) 3 Mars years in Gale, before the

start of the storm, Sol 2440 (middle), before end of the MY35 but covering the global dust storm

period, and (bottom) four full Mars years in Gale. Each fit used a different reference altitude z0.

Vertical dashed orange lines mark the sol with peak MCAM opacity associated with the C storms

and brown for the peak opacity of the GDS. The bottom panel of this column shows in detail

pressure anomalies from MY34 and early MY35 starting from Ls = 0 of MY34 and ending on

Ls = 154 of MY35 after another big dust storm covered Mars. Open circles show the anomalies,

To guide the eye red symbols track a running average of ∆ with a window of 15◦ in Ls.The dot-

ted line marks the zero reference and the moments where the pressure reached its annual minima

in MY34 and beginning of MY35. Those mark the approximate moment of maximum extent

of the Northern Polar (NP) and Southern Polar (SP) ice caps at the MY34-SP Ls = 151.45◦,

MY34-NP Ls = 343◦, and MY35-SP Ls = 496◦. Vertical brown lines mark the growth phase of

the GDS, orange lines mark the full growth phases of the following C and Z storms periods.
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For signals with such phase shifts, other filtering techniques like maximum en-280

tropy (Tillman, 1988) or Hilbert-Huang (HH) empirical mode analysis have been shown281

to eliminate those spurious signals in the harmonic analysis (e.g. Huang & Wu, 2008).282

HH has the ability to separate efficiently between nonlinear trends associated to dif-283

ferent time scales in observed signals. It was therefore chosen to compare with the fits284

to equation (2) and cross-validate the contribution of the observed weather variability.285

This enables comparisons to theoretical predictions from Lange et al. (2022) that used286

model sensitivity analyses to estimate by how much errors in temperature estimates287

could lead to a non-representative H in equation (2). This could happen in our case288

when one choses an inadequate time window, with its associated ∆z. It would lead to289

an incorrect scale height that does not capture the overall variability of temperature,290

and therefore H, as weather changes at the MSL location. So, in addition to the spu-291

rious higher harmonic errors, if the fits to equation (2) don’t find a representative H,292

misrepresenting the influence of the weather would add to apparent subseasonal vari-293

ability in the harmonic fit from imposing a constant H. But if the fitted H is a good294

representation, this difference should have comparable magnitudes between both, HH,295

which is free from the spurious harmonic mode errors, and the fits to equation (2).296

HH analysis empirically separates a complex time signal into modes, Intrinsic297

Mode Functions, IMFs, that have decreasing numbers of crossings through the signal’s298

mean value and, therewith, decreasing numbers of maxima and minima. The first299

IMF is obtained by creating two envelopes, an ”upper” envelope that connects via300

cubic spline interpolation all the maxima in the pressure data record, and a ”lower”301

envelope that connects all the minima. To complete each envelope, the interpolation302

from the first/last maximum/minimum to the end of the data interval is a cubic spline303

connecting that first/last maximum and minimum with its mirror reflection on the304

other side of the closest end of the data interval. The average of both envelopes, a305

”protomode”, is calculated at each data point. Then the protomode is subtracted from306

the full signal and new upper and lower envelopes are created for the difference between307

observation and protomode. This process is iterated, ”sifting”, until the difference308

between a protomode and the one from the previous iteration is negligible. The residual309

between observation and converged protomode is the first IMF. It typically has the310

highest number of maxima and minima of all the IMFs. To find the second IMF,311

the first is subtracted from the observed data and the same sifting process is now312

performed on this difference. The decomposition continues until the last IMF has only313

one crossing through the mean value of the signal, typically resulting in one maximum314

and one single minimum in the full interval.315

The HH decomposition is not unique but its ability to separate time scales and the316

effect of weather systems and planetary waves on pressure at Gale has been discussed317

and used elsewhere (Haberle et al., 2018; Zurita-Zurita et al., 2022). To compensate318

for the non-uniqueness and the fact that there is some arbitrariness in the choice of the319

convergence criterion, we use between 6 and 16 sifting iterations, but select the one320

that minimizes the standard deviation of the differences between the last 4 IMFs and321

the observation. In Figure 1(a) center panel the difference between the observation322

and a HH filter with the sum of the slowest 4 empirical modes is also shown as green323

dashed lines in the central panel. It shows that the standard deviation between the324

temperature independent HH filter and the observed average daily pressure is 1.2 Pa.325

This result suggests that the effect of 3σ outliers attributable to weather in our filtering326

-either with HH, 3σ ∼ 3.6 Pa, or to errors from fixed H, 3σ = 3 × 2.4 ∼ 7.2 Pa- are327

lower than the prediction of 15 Pa-20 Pa when selecting the wrong H for Gale at this328

location (Lange et al., 2022) and lower than the main anomalies discussed later. This329

3σ value is comparable to the value obtained in the full analysis that includes the330

Mars Climate Database model (Lange et al., 2022), where their interpolation method331

results in a similar 3σ to our method.332
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The bottom panel of Figure 1(a) shows the sol pressure averages obtained for sols333

10 to 3353 since the landing of the Mars Science Laboratory spanning from Mars Year334

31.43 to 36.43. The figure only shows the first full five years or cumulative Ls=155◦335

to cumulative Ls = 1955.4◦, where the cumulative Ls is obtained by not resetting the336

areocentric latitude each time Ls crosses 360◦. To enable quantitative comparisons337

with previous works (Tillman et al., 1993; Hourdin et al., 1995), the fit (2) to the338

annual cycle is done in this figure with a series of 8 harmonics, when mentioning339

later in this work the numerical amplitudes of the fundamental harmonic, and with340

12 harmonics for the figures because 12 modes is equivalent to a ∼57 sol low-pass341

filter. The differences, ∆, between the observed pressure and their fits, are magnified342

in the central panel of Figure 1(a) as a blue line for the exponential fit with altitude343

dependence and green for the difference between the observation and the slowest 4344

empirical modes of a Hilbert-Huang filter. This empirical filter is used to validate345

the oscillations associated with different temporal scales versus changes caused by the346

interannual differences from when the maximum or minimum pressure are obtained,347

since harmonic series would not capture those shifts and lead to an artificial error.348

Observations remain within ∼ 5 Pa of both approaches.349

The higher frequency variability associated with waves shows two distinct pat-350

terns, depending on whether the REMS observations were made during the dusty or351

the clear seasons of the Martian year. For the first 50 sols of the mission and during352

sols 400–650 there is an apparent oscillation with circa 3 peaks and a time separa-353

tion of ∼ 17 sols that has been associated with baroclinic wave activity in Viking354

landers (Ryan & Henry, 1979; Barnes, 1981) and REMS data (Haberle et al., 2018;355

Zurita-Zurita et al., 2022). On a slower temporal scale, an offset is visible after the356

MY33 dust storm season that was not addressed in Haberle et al. (2018). This slowly357

evolving anomaly, displayed as a rapidly growing positive pressure bias in the blue358

lines starting near sol 1700, reached its peak of ∼3 Pa and slowly returned to zero. It359

was then followed by a second bias period that started slowly near sol 1960, grew to360

a peak and then recovered rapidly, overshooting and changing sign into a low surface361

pressure bias. The top panel of Figure 1(a) shows the MCAM opacities for the full362

record, and that the overshoot occurred during the MY34 global dust storm.363

To see if the deficits in MY33 and MY34 were an effect of using a constant H364

that ignores the seasonal dependence of H, an effect of fitting to low dust years, or an365

effect of other dust storms after the GDS, the three upper panels of Figure 1(b) show366

three different lengths of pressure records and vertical lines marking the peak opacity367

of the C storms in orange and the GDS in brown. Starting at the top, the three panels368

show a time window of all sols up to 10 sols before the start of the GDS (top), 2440369

sols -a few sols earlier than those used in de la Torre Juárez et al. (2019)-, and (third370

panel) four complete years since landing. The bottom panel in Figure 1(b) shows more371

detail about the time where the pressure bias lasted and marks the full growth time of372

the GDS, and the subsequent C and Z storms, Ls ∼ 120◦ − 160◦, (e.g. Zurita-Zurita373

et al., 2022).374

Figure 1(b) upper panel with only the low dust years, data until 10 sols before375

the beginning of the GDS, removes the two bias peaks in MY33 seen in Figure 1(a)376

central panel. Closer visual inspection, and including the high dust year (MY34) shows377

an unusual change of H. This suggests that the positive pressure bias of MY33 seen378

in Figure 1(a) or the two others in Figure 1(b) emerges when the fit includes the379

high dust scenario of MY34 and overcompensates by introducing a linear trend to the380

previous years in all the fits that included the period of the GDS. This effect causes an381

apparent positive trend and bias in MY33 that is absent in the top panel of Figure 1(b).382

Additionally, this analysis shows that in every year the C storms are preceded by a383

positive pressure anomaly that the storms then eliminate without introducing any384
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biases. This is opposite in sign to the immediate response and thereafter long-lasting385

negative anomaly observed after the GDS.386

Figure 1(b) bottom panel shows that the GDS occurred during a decreasing pres-387

sure trend and the storm did not change this trend. Then, a positive pressure anomaly388

occurred before the start of the MY34 C storms season, near Ls ∼ 320◦ nearly elimi-389

nating the deficit, but then the growth of the C storms returned the pressure deficit to390

the pre-existing biased values. It was only when the NP cap started retreating, near391

Ls = 343◦, that the pressure deficit started disappearing and ∆ continued increasing392

until after the Ls where the SP cap had reached its maximum extent.393

The slow positive and then negative differences of MY33 and early MY34 between394

fit and observation are consistent with a heavier atmosphere after the dust storms395

season of MY33 and with the dust storms season of MY34 leaving behind a lighter396

atmosphere. These slowly evolving pressure biases still overlapped with the rapid397

oscillations, typical signatures of baroclinic-type and other waves, indicating that the398

cause of the slow pressure biases evolved on a different time scale and was therefore399

a manifestation of a phenomenon other than the more rapid fluctuations associated400

with weather and baroclinic activity.401

2.3 Timing of the pressure markers of the Polar Ice Cap cycle:402

To explore possible reasons behind these slowly evolving anomalies in surface403

pressure from MY33 and MY34, other than changes in the total amount of atmospheric404

CO2, one candidate process to consider is potential changes in the timing of the annual405

CO2 cycle. Given the ability of HH to adapt to changes of frequency from exact406

subharmonics of a martian year, the absence of these slow trends in the pressure407

dataset minus HH fit suggests that interannual changes in the timing of maxima and408

minima could be contributing to the difference between harmonic fit and observations.409

Therefore an analysis was introduced to track the interannual changes in pressure410

maxima and minima and see their variability in relation to the long lived pressure411

biases.412

Two steps were applied to estimate the timing of the maxima and minima in413

surface pressure from the available data and overcome the influence of data gaps after414

the MY34 GDS. In the first step a fit of the sol average surface pressure values, p̄s,415

near each pressure maximum and minimum was done to a sum of two sine functions of416

Ls whose amplitude, period, and phase were free fit parameters. This first fit delivered417

an estimate for the Ls when each extreme was reached and, in a second step, the fit418

was repeated but using only daily average surface pressures for Ls within a symmetric419

window of width ∼35◦ around the first estimate. The resulting refined Ls were taken420

as the times for the pressure maxima and minima. In a final iteration, the average Ls421

of all years pmin and pmax was taken as center of the time window for every minimum422

and maximum search before repeating the fit a third time. Changing the width of the423

temporal data window around the first guess from ±20◦ to ±50◦ in Ls maintained the424

refined Ls estimates to within 0.7◦, depending on the particular peak. Thus the error425

bar in determining the Ls is taken to be 0.7◦. This uncertainty level corresponds to426

less than 1 sol, since one sol corresponds to an increment of about ∼ 0.5◦ to 0.7◦ in427

Ls depending on the season. The Ls window eventually selected was ±35◦ because it428

returned the smallest sum of standard deviations between fits and observations for all429

the periods around the minima and maxima, but that also implied that we could not430

fully calculate the late pmin for MY36 since the data record at the PDS did not yet431

cover all the required sols to perform this fit. Therefore MY36 shows question marks432

in Table 1.433

Surface pressure maxima were reached every year over Mars Years 31-36 in Gale434

late Southern Hemisphere (SH) spring, shortly after perihelion, at Ls ∼ 255◦, and435
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Pre-
aphelion

Late NH
Summer

Post-
perihelion

Late SH
Summer

MY pmax ∆Ls pmin ∆Ls pmax ∆Ls pmin ∆Ls

MY31 N/A N/A N/A N/A 254.15◦ 88.95◦

(146.2 s)
343.10◦ 74.70◦

(153.8 s)

MY32 57.80◦ 95.45◦

(202.0 s)
153.25◦ 101.15◦

(166.9 s)
254.40◦ 89.35◦

(147.0 s)
343.75◦ 74.30◦

(153.2 s)

MY33 58.05◦ 94.70◦

(200.5 s)
152.75◦ 101.30◦

(167.3 s)
254.05◦ 89.40◦

(147.0 s)
343.45◦ 71.70◦

(147.3 s)

MY34 55.15◦ 96.30◦

(204.4 s)
151.45◦ 103.55◦

(171.2 s)
255.00◦ 87.95◦

(144.6 s)
342.95◦ 74.65◦

(153.6 s)

MY35 57.60◦ 95.40◦

(201.9 s)
153.00◦ 102.70◦

(169.3 s)
255.70◦ 87.80◦

(144.5 s)
343.50◦ 73.30◦

(150.9 s)

MY36 56.80◦ 97.05◦

(205.3 s)
153.85◦ 102.30◦

(168.4 s)
256.15◦ ?? ??

Means±σ 57.47◦±
0.60◦

95.46◦

±0.57◦

(202.2±1.4)

152.84◦ ±
0.61◦

102.17◦

±1.00◦

(168.7±1.7)

255.05◦

±0.72
88.69◦

±0.69◦◦

(145.9±1)

344.08◦

±0.39◦
73.73◦

±1.13◦

(151.8±2.5)

MY12V L1 148.37o 102.01o 260.38o

MY12V L2 149.12o 100.07o 259.82o

MY13V L1 148.07o 104.68o 262.75o

SP condensation
rate seems faster
than NP sublimation

SP
reaches
maximum

SP sub-
limates

Rate of NP conden-
sation seems faster
than SP sublimation

NP
reaches
maximum

NP sub-
limates

Table 1. Times of the maxima and minima in surface pressure measured by REMS in Gale

and description of what transitions they mark in terms of the Northern Pole (NP) and Southern

Pole (SP) caps behaviour. Red font marks the earliest and latest occurrences that are more than

the larger of either one standard deviation σ or one sol ∼ 0.7◦. Question marks are shown where

there were not enough data to estimate the last minimum of MY36. Values are discretized in

increments of 0.05◦. Outliers occurred mostly in MY33 and MY34. ∆Ls measures the time incre-

ment between a pmax or pmin and the following pmin or pmax in degrees of areocentric longitude

and in sols ”s”. The average time intervals beetween the pmin associated to the beginning and

end of the SP growth season is 354.0±3.9 sols and 314.6±2.7 sols for the NP growth season.
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in NH spring shortly before aphelion, at Ls ∼ 58◦. The local pressure minima are436

reached every year when the SP or the NP transition from a condensing (=expanding)437

to sublimating (=retreating) cap regime. Those moments are when the atmospheric438

column above Gale is at its lightest. They approach typically the maximum extent of439

each polar cap and occurred according to REMS pressure data in the late SH winter440

at Ls ∼ 153◦ and in late NP winter at Ls ∼ 344◦ before the NH spring equinox. The441

Viking Lander 1 and 2 estimates published for years MY12 and MY13 (Tillman et al.,442

1993) are included for comparison. They show a similar duration of the SP cap retreat443

phase, but an earlier start at Ls ∼ 149◦. Since both Viking landers were located444

north of Gale crater, this earlier pmin is suggestive of either interdecadal variability445

or a measure of the time difference that the global circulation requires to transfer the446

information about the CO2 ice depletion rate in the NP from higher Northern latitudes447

to Gale. Similarly, a later maximum is visible at Ls ∼ 260◦ in VL vs. REMS.448

Interannual changes in the timing of these maxima and minima at a given location449

on Mars are likely due or related to differences in the rates and lengths of the polar450

cap sublimation-condensation cycles. The largest deviation occurred for the pressure451

maximum near aphelion of MY34 when CO2 peaked at Ls = 55.15, 1.65◦-2.9◦ before452

all the other SH springs, up to nearly 3 degrees difference. Another anomaly is found453

in the length of the late MY34 NP Summer sublimation season, which after starting454

at Ls=342.95◦ was followed by the earliest NH Summer pmin accross all the years in455

MY34 GDS at Ls ∼ 151.45◦. These changes correspond to about 5 sols difference at456

most. Weather variability is likely to cause such deviations, e.g. what day does a dust457

storm or storm front come through, either dropping snow or accelerating/delaying458

slightly the defrosting due to atmospheric temperature changes.459

After exiting the shortest NP sublimation season in MY32-MY33, the total du-460

ration between the pressure signatures limiting the MY33 SP growth cycle was the461

shortest on record at 351.7 sols against the four sols longer 355.8 sols expansion cycle462

of MY31. This is consistent with previous reports of an early storm in MY25 resulting463

in an acceleration of SP ice depletion (Piqueux et al., 2015), although MARCI data did464

not find signs of an unusual retreat or sublimation of the SP cap in MY34 (Acharya465

et al., 2023) –unlike in MY25. A possible explanation is that MCS measures CO2 and466

MARCI maps the CO2 and water ice caps.467

The difference, |∆|, between fit and data decreased as MY34 started until the468

aphelion maximum surface pressure was reached on Ls = 55.15◦, earlier than any469

other year. The positive pressure bias, shown in better detail in Figure 1(b) bottom470

panel, indicates that the atmosphere was heavier than other years by about 2.5 -471

4.5 Pa (∼ 0.4%) when the SP cap started expanding at a faster pace than the NP472

cap was retreating. For surface pressure to remain higher, the transition into the SP473

expansion regime had to occur after the NP cap would have released more mass than474

in previous years. This is consistent with a short SP cap growth and NP cap retreating475

season between Ls = 343.45◦ and Ls = 55.15◦ ( ∆Ls = 55.15◦MY 34 − 343.45◦MY 33 =476

71.7◦=147.3 sols, against ∆Ls = 73.73◦ =151.8 sol averages) if the SP cap was not477

condensing as much mass as the NP was sublimating, or not fast enough. The change478

in duration suggests that there could be more CO2 in the atmosphere between MY33479

Ls ∼ 254.05◦ and MY34 Ls ∼ 55.15◦.480

Some time later the GDS began, that seems to have reduced the positive pressure481

bias in Figure 1(b), and produced a lower surface pressure than expected from the fit.482

After the minimum pressure, pmin, was reached at an early Ls = 151.45◦, the pressure483

curve returned to close to the seasonal value, matching a consistent timing of the event.484

The early Ls = 151.45◦ start of SP cap sublimation seemed to increase the positive485

pressure bias again before reaching a maximum shortly before the storm changed the486

pressure bias in Figure 1(b) to negative. This also prolonged the SP cap sublimation487

season into the latest (Ls = 255◦) occurrence out of the first four years with a duration488
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of ∆Ls = 103.55◦ compared to the typical values of nearer to 102.17◦ from most years,489

or about 2.5 sols longer.490

At the end of MY34 an early start to NP sublimation cap finished the second491

shortest period between pmax and pmin marking the NP cap growth season of the first492

5 years, ∆Ls = 342.95◦−255.00◦ = 87.95◦. But having followed the earliest occurrence493

of a late NH Summer pmin at Ls = 151.5◦ MY34 still resulted in the longest period of494

total NP cap expansion at 315.8 sols. Two sols more than the shortest period in MY35.495

Figure 1(b) shows a coincident surface pressure decrease with respect to the fit with496

the trend observed after sol 2040 in the blue line of the central panel on Figure 1(a).497

This was followed by a long period of SP cap growth in Table 1 into the pre-aphelion498

pmax of MY35, which happened at Ls ∼ 57.6◦.499

The differences between MY33 and MY34 biases can be summarized by a MY33500

bias that decayed slowly due to an earlier timing of the post-perihelion maximum, later501

SH Summer minimum, and by a pressure bias after the MY34 GDS that maintained502

∼3-6 Pa negative deviation from the zero line predicted by the fit in Figure 1(b) lower503

panel. The even earlier timing for the subsequent MY34 pressure minimum than in504

MY33 is likely attributable to a different process than the phase shifts in the timing505

of Ls that occurred during sols ∼ 1690− 2040.506

At sublimation and condensation rates comparable to the other years, the delay507

in this transition would imply a heavier-than-normal atmosphere. The bottom panel in508

Figure 1(b) shows that the negative bias, ∆, started at Ls ∼ 198◦. This is during the509

very dusty phase of the GDS, but while REMS UV observations suggest peak opacity at510

Ls = 195◦, the surface pressure observations and MCS dust and temperature retrievals511

indicate the peak of the storm occured at Ls=205o-210o (Viúdez-Moreiras et al., 2019),512

coincident with reaching the first minimum ∆ in Figure 1(b). The bias then approaches513

zero again, nearly disappearing during the C storms season that followed the GDS,514

before moving back towards the original negative values as the C storms settled.515

Analyses of Viking data provide hypotheses for the types of processes that may516

have happened during previous storms. Observations and model predictions for the517

effect of increased dust opacities at the Viking Landers locations (Hourdin et al., 1995)518

concluded that there was a delay in reaching the NH fall surface pressure maximum and519

that this maximum was lower than in years with low atmospheric opacity. The delay520

in surface pressure the peak following the MY34 GDS happened only slightly later,521

Ls = 255, about 1 sol after previous years in Gale crater. The rates of sublimation and522

condensation on the polar caps will be influenced differently by dust through changes523

in their emission and albedo caused by dust settling on the poles (Wood & Paige,524

1992; Kahre & Haberle, 2010; Zhao et al., 2021). Additionally, depending on the dust525

vertical distribution, the atmosphere can get warmer or colder during a dust storm to526

increase sublimation over the SP, while an abundance of airborne aerosols reaching the527

NP can radiatively cool the atmosphere and provide ice condensation nuclei promoting528

ice deposition on the NP.529

Another consideration is if the fitted scale heights, H, capture correctly the effect530

of altitude changes in our analysis of daily pressure averages (e.g. Lange et al., 2022,531

section 3.2). Figure 2 shows that the scale heights, while differing in value for the532

years shown in the different panels of Figure 1, correct for altitude changes indepen-533

dently of the time length used for the fit, in this case for the temporal window that534

covered four full years, by comparing the evolution of the pressure curves between535

the NP winter minimum Ls ∼ 155◦ until Ls ∼ 390◦, after the SH spring maximum.536

They are separated by year and multiplied by an exponential function of height and537

pressure scale height to correct for altitude effects. The curves overlap very well for all538

years until the Ls when the NP cap retreat starts, from which point the curves show539

differences between MY34 and the previous years. Daily average surface pressures are540
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Figure 2. Observed surface pressure averages from the first 4 years on Gale and fits to the

exponentially dependent series of harmonics from equation (2) separating year by year and shown

after exponentially projecting to the same z0 = −4331 m using the same scale height, H = 10,

extracted from the fit to all years in Figure 1. To compensate for MY31 data being available

only after Ls = 155 and MY35 reaching only into Ls = 45◦, years are considered in this figure

as intervals of 360◦ that span from Ls = 30◦ to Ls = 390◦ instead of using natural years from

Ls = 0◦ to Ls = 360◦. The pressure averages to height zo are ps0 = 824, 834, 835, 835 Pa for each

period. The amplitudes of the first annual mode are ps1 = 53, 54, 54, 50 Pa, for the semiannual

mode ps2 = 58, 58, 56, 56 Pa, and their phase shifts are Ls1 = 120.6◦, 122.7◦, 122.2◦, 122.0◦ and

Ls2 = 136.7◦, 137.1◦, 137.7◦, 136.7◦ for each year. The last period is shown in dark grey open cir-

cles and the earlier the year the lighter the grey circles. The Hilbert Huang fits to guide the eye

are shown in solid lines, darker red for the previous years and light red for the last year. Dark

blue shows the fits to the series of harmonics projected into the z0 height.
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shown as light grey circles, and the MY34 into MY35 transition period is shown in541

dark grey. The numerical values for the annual and semiannual pressure modes in the542

fit to the observed annual pressure cycle do not show a significant difference either543

in the amplitudes or the phases of the pressure annual and semiannual modes. The544

annual fit for the first year has a larger uncertainty when extrapolated to a common545

height. This is attributed to the facts that it did not cover enough altitudes, and that546

data are not available until after the annual pressure minimum, thus causing a bias547

of the average pressure towards the lower values near the end of the martian year.548

The average pressure value of the fit to that first year dataset extrapolated to the549

altitude zo at the center of the MSL traverse led therefore to a lower average pressure,550

ps0 = 824, Pa than in the other years. The other year’s pressure amplitudes are more551

consistent with each other.552

Focusing on the annual modes with higher frequencies for the pressure cycle, there553

are two changes consistent with the simulations from the Viking era: a significantly554

lower amplitude and phase of the annual mode. This mode is associated with changes555

in symmetry of the NH spring/fall pressure cycles and turned out to be (52.9 Pa, 52.6556

Pa, 50.8 Pa, 52.7 Pa, 52.6 Pa) in Mars years 32 to 36 respectively after separating the557

fit for each year and correcting all of them with a scale height of 10735 m and a fit558

to 8 harmonics like in Hourdin et al. (1995). It thus made MY34 the lowest annual559

mode of the 6 years considered in the fit. For the pseudo-semiannual harmonic the560

situation reverses with an amplitude for the same years of (1.07, 1.06, 1.11, 1.08, 1.09)561

times that of each year’s first mode. This shows a higher relevance of the semiannual562

variability in MY34.563

The fact that the pressure deficit lasted longer than any known dynamical phe-564

nomenon, and that it happened only in MY34 and not the other years, should eliminate565

dynamical effects. Orographic and topographic effects are unlikely to act differently in566

MY34 than in the other years since the rover location has remained within 1 degree of567

latitude and longitude. One remaining option is that this pressure deficit is measuring568

a signature of a change in the extent of the NP ice cap. We describe next the MCS569

data analysis to test this hypothesis.570

3 MCS Analysis of the NH polar cap evolution after the storm571

At the surface of Mars, CO2 ice temperature is buffered and only controlled by572

the local partial pressure. In other words, CO2 ice is associated with diurnally invariant573

temperatures, a behavior unlike any other material including water ice. Leveraging574

this unique property, the presence of CO2 ice can be mapped by comparing AM and575

PM surface temperatures, with CO2 being the main gas in the atmosphere, it is present576

where no diurnal variations are found. With this approach, first described by Piqueux577

et al. (2015), no assumptions concerning ice emissivity (i.e., crystal size, or dust/water578

contamination) or local atmospheric pressure (i.e. CO2 ice temperature) need to be579

formulated.580

Here we reproduce their approach (Piqueux et al., 2015) to compare the MY34581

seasonal cap during and after the 2018 GDS with that of other years during the MRO582

era and as presented in de la Torre Juárez et al. (2019). In short, we analyze data583

generated by MCS (McCleese et al., 2007), a nine band visible and thermal infrared584

radiometer designed to retrieve atmospheric and surface properties, including temper-585

atures at ∼3AM/3PM local mean solar time. We only utilize retrieved (i.e., atmo-586

spherically corrected) surface observations at ∼32 µm because they provide the best587

estimate for surface brightness temperatures, the highest signal for cold targets, and588

benefit from a transparent atmospheric window. Surface temperature observations are589

binned at 1 pixel per degree spatial resolution and 15◦Ls. See the mapping uncer-590

tainty analysis in Piqueux et al. (2015). Although CO2 ice is theoretically associated591
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with ∼0K diurnal variations between 3AM and 3PM, we follow the recommendation592

by Piqueux et al. (2015) to set a 5K diurnal temperature threshold for CO2 ice in order593

to account for instrumental, retrieval, or atmospheric noise and to account for the fact594

that the atmosphere is not fully transparent at 32µm (to be compared with ∼80+K595

diurnal variations for most surface materials). Finally, unlike the original cap mapping596

work of Piqueux et al. (2015) that relied on data acquired under very different con-597

ditions of surface emission angle (nadir vs. ∼ 70◦) by two different instruments (i.e.,598

TES and MCS), we only use one homogenous dataset here (from MCS). This difference599

allows a direct comparison between the CO2 cap sizes without performing emission600

phase function corrections. This procedural difference is inconsequential given the na-601

ture of the work presented here, i.e., a comparative study of cap sizes within the MCS602

dataset, but explains some differences in absolute surface area values to those given in603

(Piqueux et al., 2015). Cap mapping during and after the 2018 GDS using MCS data604

shows no uniqueness in the South compared to other MY. For comparison, the MY 27605

GDS occurring at a similar season showed a clear impact on the (accelerated) retreat606

of the cap that year (Piqueux et al., 2015). In the North, the retreating MY34 seasonal607

cap following the 2018 GDS is the largest of the MRO era (Figure 3), suggesting a608

delayed waning, in contrast with the accelerated cap retreat in MY 28/29 following609

the GDS observed that year (Piqueux et al., 2015). At the peak of the difference, near610

Ls ∼322◦ the difference in cap surface area between MY34 and the MY28-34 average611

is ∼3-4 x 105 km2, or < 1◦ in equivalent latitude, a subtle difference, comparable to612

the method’s resolution, but locally larger as is visible in Figure 3(b). The full polar613

cap is shown in the supporting information Figure S1. The differences appear similar614

at all longitudes.615

Given that the SP cap did not show any deviations after the MY34 GDS with616

respect to previous years, one would expect the atmosphere to have a similar amount617

of CO2 and water vapor from the SP sublimation as in the previous year. However, a618

lower atmospheric mass is required to explain the REMS observation of a lower surface619

pressure in Gale crater after the dust storm. Another location where that mass could620

be stored is the NP cap. The ensuing increase in NP surface cap area would be621

consistent with a decreased amount of atmospheric CO2. If this is the mechanism,622

the pressure anomaly should last as long as the NP cap. Once the cap would start623

retreating and sublimating ice into the atmosphere, the surface pressure level could624

return to typical levels, and this is what appears in the right panel of Figure 1.625

4 MCS observations of zonally averaged temperature anomalies626

After finding a larger NP cap extent, there is value in providing modelers with627

MCS observations that might help clarify which of the several processes identified since628

the Viking era (e.g. Hourdin et al., 1995; Wood & Paige, 1992; Kahre & Haberle, 2010;629

Zhao et al., 2021) have the potential to connect the MY34 dust storm with the larger630

extent of the NP cap that followed. MCS observations of zonal mean temperatures,631

ice clouds, and CO2 clouds either constrain the models or support some of the po-632

tential processes. MCS profiles of temperature, dust and water ice as well as surface633

temperature, dust and water ice column amounts (Kleinböhl et al., 2009, 2011, 2017)634

are retrieved from MCS limb radiance profiles. These are standard v5.2.4 profiles as635

delivered to PDS. We compare MY 34 to other MY measured by MCS, with a focus636

on MY 33. Noting that MCS sensitivity is probably ∼ 1 K in zonal mean average,637

differences were observed between 1 to 3 K which are marginally above the MCS noise638

floor in the winter polar vortices. In MY34 polar temperatures were marginally cooler,639

primarily a “daytime” effect (near 3 pm LTST). Nighttime data showed also very slight640

temperature effects of the sampling bias, primarily centered around ∼25 km.641

What is the potential actual effect on the surface, especially on the seasonal CO2642

cap? MCS observed a water ice polar hood that was thinner at altitude, but thicker643
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Figure 3. Difference between the North seasonal cap surface area in MY34 versus the median

of the MRO era (MY28-34), see text for mapping procedure. During its retreat (past Ls 270),

the MY34 seasonal cap is the largest of the MCS-MRO era and noticeably larger than the me-

dian. Positive values indicate larger caps compared to the median; (b) Comparison between the

MY34 (white) and MY33 (black) North caps (315< Ls <330). The MY34 cap appears slightly

larger than the MY33 cap at this season. Background is 3PM MCS surface temperature (MY34)

and MOLA shaded relief. The image is magnified, showing only one quarter of the cap, to better

see the differences. Latitude gridding every 10◦ from 80◦ to 50◦, Longitude every 60◦ (300◦ and

0◦).
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near the surface. The changes are fairly modest in both cases, maybe 25%. The644

reduction of clouds that appears with the lower temperature helps discern between two645

competing hypothetical mechanisms. Lower temperatures at 50 Pa normally result in646

increased clouds which would have a greenhouse effect and increase temperatures below647

the clouds. However, near the surface, lower temperatures also decrease the relative648

humidity and promote condensation and ice deposition on the planet surface. MCS649

found CO2 snow clouds to be preferentially forming at the NP and at low altitudes650

near 500 Pa, compared to MY33, with a lack of clouds away from the Pole in the651

vortex. The differences between MY33 and MY34 remaining mostly < 25% in both652

regions.653

The panels in Figure 4 show different diagnostics of the circulation after the654

decay of the Dust Storm. Its top left and center panels show the temporal evolution of655

zonal mean daytime and nighttime temperatures at 50 Pa as a function of latitude and656

areocentric longitude. These differences in MY34 after the GDS against a median of657

all MY covered by MCS data at this season – MY 28 to 34– and during the sublimation658

of the SP cap, show a dominant warm feature seen in the differences in Figures 4(a)659

and 4(b). It is the MY 34 post-solstice large-scale regional C dust event (Kass et al.,660

2016) which was seasonally late and strong. Likewise, the very cold feature before661

it is an echo of the more standard C event seasonal timing. The warm feature at662

high southern latitudes from Ls 280◦ to 285◦ is the end of the polar B large scale663

regional dust event which was somewhat warmer than usual (with a sharper than664

usual end). The warmer SP than previous years would have enhanced sublimation of665

the SP cap. At the same time, the same panel shows that while most latitudes shared666

a warm bias, there was a colder NP atmosphere because of the late C storms and a667

dustier atmosphere than typical for this time of the year, what would have favored668

ice condensation. A colder atmosphere that favors ice formation would lead to clouds669

unless the ice deposits on the surface. The rightmost panel on the top shows a lower670

amount of total atmospheric ice column in MY34 than in median MY33 at all latitudes.671

This would be consistent with the water ice being deposited on the surface.672

The bottom panels in Figure 4 show how the different altitudes may have con-673

tributed to those differences between MY33 and MY34. The bottom left panel shows674

that the cold MY34 zonal temperature differences are focused from 50 Pa down to675

∼200 Pa, or approximately the second scale height above the surface. The higher676

temperatures in the south do not extend to the surface and thus do not affect the677

retreat of the southern polar cap. The effect of these low altitude biases after the GDS678

is consistent with a SP retreating after the GDS at a similar rate than in MY33, but679

an NP expanding at a faster rate. The central bottom panel in Figure 4 shows the680

differences in MY34-MY33 dust for this season for most latitudes. However, due to a681

limitation of the MCS retrieval algorithm within the northern polar (winter) vortex,682

it is the signature of CO2 clouds poleward of 65 N (Hayne et al., 2012). At most lat-683

itudes, the atmosphere below ∼20 Pa is moderately dustier in MY34 (consistent with684

the slightly higher temperatures). This includes above the SP where increased dust685

might affect the sublimation of the SP cap. Above the NP, there is a deficit of CO2686

clouds compared to MY33 except right at the pole. This could indicate an increase687

of CO2 near the pole from CO2 snow, but more importantly due to energy balance,688

it may instead allow for increased surface CO2 frost deposition by allowing for easier689

radiation to space and thus increased surface cooling. The increased snow at the north690

pole may also delay its sublimation due to the necessity for a higher (seasonally later)691

sun. Given that this occurs during a colder NP regime, one possible mechanism is692

that the NP has been receiving higher amounts of CO2 deposits than in MY33. The693

larger extent of the NP cap described in Figure 3 supports this potential mechanism.694

It is interesting however to contrast this observation with the right column of Figure 4695

showing the amount of water ice as a function of height in the rightmost bottom panel.696

It suggests that, while there were few clouds at high altitudes, the lowest scale height697
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4. (a) Zonal mean daytime temperature deviations at 50 Pa as a function of Ls after

the GDS; (b) Zonal mean nighttime temperature deviations after the GDS; (c) Zonal mean night-

time ice column during these temperature maps. MY34-MY33 zonal mean differences averaged

over the period Ls = 281◦ to Ls = 305◦ in the AM MCS pass (top sub-panels) and PM (lower

sub-panels) for: (d) temperature; (e) dust, except north of 65 N where it is CO2 ice clouds, and

(f) Water ice clouds. –19–
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displayed an overabundance of ice clouds. At the same time, the total column opacity698

was slightly less, at least in AM times, which would have favored more efficient net699

radiation transfer to space from the surface.700

5 Summary and Conclusions701

An analysis technique is presented here of the timeline of martian surface pressure702

changes, as Curiosity has been roving up from the bottom of Gale crater, to infer first703

the vertical scale height of a best fit hydrostatic model of the atmospheric layer inside704

Gale. This fit to equation (2) models the effect of the changing rover altitude, sensor705

trends, and seasonal effects. That fit is then compared with the observed sol averages706

of surface pressure, and the differences are explored over the period covering MY31-707

MY36. Two years stand out as anomalies in the timing to reach the pressure maxima708

and minima, and both anomalies fall on either side of the MY34 GDS. The analysis709

focuses on the main differences in timing that occurred in Mars year 33 and 34. These710

differences might be responsible for slowly varying pressure offsets compared to the711

rest of the years. The small MY33 offsets predate and are not attributable to the712

MY34 Global Dust Storm. MY33 started with an apparent sudden offset towards713

a higher surface pressure followed by a slow trend towards seasonal values followed714

by another increase in atmospheric pressure, compared to the seasonal values from a715

five-year climatology. The latter offset started slowly and then reversed shortly before716

the GDS, ultimately overshooting to give a deficit in surface pressure compared to717

previous years. After reaching its highest opacity, the MY34 dust storm atmosphere718

transitioned to a lower surface pressure by 0.3-0.4%. While the analysis shows that719

a potential MY33 bias was accompanied by shifts in the length of the polar caps720

expansion-retreat cycles, in MY34 the pressure deficit lasted for more than 100◦ Ls.721

The long duration and the timing of the MY34 anomaly is only consistent with the722

time scales and duration of the NP ice cap growth cycle. This suggests that Gale723

recorded a pressure signature of a deficit of atmospheric CO2 and is coincident with724

an above average NH polar cap surface extent. Both results, a lighter atmospheric725

column over Gale crater and a larger polar ice surface at the North Pole, suggest a726

higher volume of ice at the cap as well.727

Recent works with other sensors (Alsaeed & Hayne, 2022; Acharya et al., 2023)728

have confirmed the MCS observation of a larger NP ice cap. InSight data (Lange et al.,729

2022) were combined with MSL and atmospheric Global Circulation Model output to730

also suggest a larger NP extent after the early MY34 GDS. The novelties of the present731

work are its purely observational approach, an analysis of MCS observations of polar732

hood temperatures, and the multiannual comparison of pressure cycles that enable the733

identification of changes in the duration of the Polar cap expansion-contraction cycles734

around the years before and after the storm. These changes might hopefully provide735

clues about what other processes, only captured by modeling studies, are consistent736

with the Gale observations.737

We are also addressing here the question whether the pressure deficit in REMS738

data could be a signature of other phenomena that could affect Gale. Panels in Figure739

1 have shown that the duration of the pressure deficit outlasts any other dynamical740

effects. After quantifying the effect of pressure sensor drifts, an analysis was done on741

the effects of shifts in the timing of the pressure minima and maxima in response to742

the variability of the growth and depletion cycles of the polar ice caps. Continuing743

with dust effects, the deficit reported lasted well beyond the dust season, including744

a C storm season of large amplitudes that followed the GDS. Baroclinic waves, often745

associated with weather systems, last only for a few sols and are visible in Figure746

1. They add to the variability but do not eliminate the pressure deficit. Hourdin747

et al. (1993) and Hourdin et al. (1995, including proper feedbacks) used a primitive748

equation model to identify the influence of multiple effects on surface pressures and the749
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authors described geostrophic adjustment and orographic effects as important sources750

of pressure anomalies at least at high latitudes. Gale is at an equatorial latitude of751

4.5◦ S. Proper quantification of geostrophic effects at the equator needs a model that752

includes the horizontal component of the Coriolis force (e.g. de Verdière & Schopp,753

1994; White & Bromley, 1995; de la Torre Juárez et al., 2002). This term is absent in754

primitive equation models, which use the shallow layer hydrostatic approximation. If755

the GDS caused any geostrophic adjustment in pressures at equatorial latitudes, it is756

unclear why they would continue much longer than the storm itself. Other dynamical757

features that would evolve on such long scales are perturbations to the Hadley cell,758

caused by changes to angular momentum redistribution by the GDS. These cannot759

be excluded, but the question remains for why would they survive the GDS. Changes760

in the polar cap cycle might, however, induce changes in the Hadley cell circulation761

on the time scale of the polar cap cycles and therewith explain the surface pressure762

anomalies, but this would mean that the ultimate mechanism creating the pressure763

deficit is the anomaly in the NP ice cap cycle.764

Other phenomena that might cause shifts in surface pressure are the potential role765

of Gale topography on the internal crater circulations. The effects of crater topography766

have been shown to amplify the amplitude of the diurnal pressure tides on Gale due767

to hydrostatic adjustment flows (Tyler & Barnes, 2013; Richardson & Newman, 2018)768

in response to daily thermal forcing, on diurnal time-scales. These effects on diurnal769

and sub-diurnal tides are absent in an analysis of daily averages. Another possible770

effect from (e.g. Hourdin et al., 1993) is the planetary-scale orographic effect that771

emerges when comparing surface pressures from locations separated by many degrees772

in latitude. Since Curiosity has not abandoned Gale, the exposure to effects of changes773

in topography and orography should be mostly captured by changes in altitude, as774

latitude or longitude have remained constant to within one degree. As Curiosity kept775

climbing, MY36 returned to a behavior more similar to all years before the GDS of776

MY34 than to MY35, thus underscoring the uniqueness of the season after the GDS.777

Finally, a concern remained about selecting a fixed H and ignoring the diurnal and778

seasonal changes in temperature. H is not prescribed here but inferred from the data779

themselves, while those concerns are important when using data to interpret the value780

of H and connect it to a Global Circulation Model (GCM), the use of different time781

windows to calculate H has been shown in this observational technique to repeatedly782

find the pressure deficit for multiple time windows and values of H. The resilience of783

this pressure deficit to multiple attempts to eliminate it provides a cross-validation of784

the conclusions based on model simulations by Lange et al. (2022).785

In MY33 and early MY34, the pressure maxima and minima occurred at different786

times compared to other years. This led to deviations in the length of the NP and787

SP ice cap retreat and growth seasons (before the storm) with the shortest NP cap788

retreat period of all years recorded by about 4 sols in MY33-MY34 by REMS at789

∆Ls ∼ 71.7◦ + 96.3◦ followed by the longest SP retreat at 103.6◦ + 87.9◦ but at a790

potentially smaller rate, since the SP did not show a deviation in the rate of surface791

ice retreat. It is worth exploring if the anomalies before the dust storm may have792

influenced the GDS occurrence but were not associated with any detectable anomalies793

in the size of the polar caps. However, the anomaly observed in MY34 after the dust794

storm that followed the four sols early stop of SP growth, is a longer NP growth season795

by about 2 sols, and did coincide with a larger extension of the NP cap. Previous early796

Global dust storms have been followed by larger NH polar caps, as observed by orbiters797

in 1977 and in MY25 (Zurek, 1982; Piqueux et al., 2015). This has been attributed to798

an expansion of the Hadley cell or an increased northward Eliassen-Palm flux into the799

higher altitudes caused by stationary waves (Bougher et al., 2006; Kuroda et al., 2009).800

In both cases an increased transport of CO2 and water vapor from SP to NP would be801

the predicted result and is consistent with recent observations (Fedorova et al., 2020).802
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Table 2. Timing of key observations.

MY Surface Pressure observation Related MCS observa-
tion

Effect

31 Poor fit to height dependent pressure
because of an insufficient time record.
Average timing for pressure minima
and maxima, i.e. start of polar caps
expansions and retreats

N/A N/A

32 Average timing for pressure maxima
and minima

Average Polar cap
surface extents

33 Early start of SP cap condensation rate
overtaking the rate of NP cap depletion

Used as reference to
compare to MY34
global circulation prop-
erties

34 GDS storm starts on Ls ∼ 190◦. Starts
decaying at 195◦

Before GDS: Earliest start of NP re-
treat among MY31-MY34. Early start
led to a high pressure bias

Typical size and reces-
sion rate of SP cap

The NP cap expansion finishes the
shortest of all the three years, at
∆Ls ∼ 71.7◦followed by the longest
period of SP retreat and NP growth of
MY31-MY34. Early start of SP retreat.
High pressure bias associated with the
early start of NP and SP retreats

Change in time of pressure max-
ima and minima have a potential
relation to the cause of the GDS

During GDS: high surface pressure bias

transitions to deficit at the beginning of
the Dust storm decay phase
Longest period of SP retreat in MY34
into Ls = 342.95◦ . Low pressure bias
nearly disappears in Ls ∼ 245◦ − 280◦

Largest NP cap surface
from MCS

Warm anomaly over southern lati-
tudes at the end of GDS decay, near
Ls ∼ 280◦.

After GDS: pressure deficit returns
near Ls ∼ 280◦ and increases. It starts
decreasing after the NP cap starts re-
treating.

NP cap reached the
maximum extension
from MY28-MY34

A ∼3 Pa surface pressure change
corresponds to a ∼20 cm solid CO2

ice layer over the area of differ-
ence in cap size between MY34 and
MY33.

Other REMS instrument drift likely less than
∼ 0.5 Pa/yr

Effect removed in the fits, and
smaller than the 3-6 Pa offset ob-
served.
Some impact in the apparent value
of Scale height.
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These hypotheses cannot be addressed with observations only, but the observations in803

this work may hopefully provide clues to test hypotheses from modeling studies.804

Table 2 combines the MCS observations discussed in the previous sections and805

summarizes several mechanisms that might be consistent with the observations from806

REMS and MCS. They are (1) Increased radiation to space due to reduced clouds807

after the storm, which would slow sublimation from the SP; (2) Less snow addition808

to the cap would have resulted in higher emissivity and therefore enhanced radiative809

cooling; (3) more mass addition at the NP during SP recession.810

6 Open Research & Data statement811

All Mars Science Laboratory data necessary to reproduce each figure shown in812

this manuscript are available via the Planetary Data System (PDS) Atmospheres813

node (Gómez-Elvira & the REMS team, 2013). The REMS data used for this re-814

search were calibrated files for all the analyses following Gómez-Elvira et al. (2012).815

All the analyses were performed using python3 scripts and the Generic Mapping Tools816

software (Wessel et al., 2019). The pressure data, their fits and the filters are in (de817

la Torre Juárez et al., 2023). For the description of the approach and climatological818

cap edges, see Piqueux et al. (2015) and associated files; for the latest data used to819

generate updates, see McCleese and Schofield (2006), which is the DOI for the MCS820

data record. The associated description is McCleese et al. (2007)821
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